Trumpet Concerto: Canadian Brass Solo Performing Edition With A CD Of Full Performance And Accompaniment Tracks
Synopsis
(Brass Solo). Canadian Brass Solo Performing Editions feature trumpet parts, piano reduction accompaniment, and a fantastic CD featuring two tracks: a full recording by Canadian Brass trumpeter Ryan Anthony, plus an accompaniment-only track for play-along practice. Includes two score inserts for the trumpet part: one for E-flat trumpet, the other for B-flat trumpet.
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Customer Reviews
This is excellent for trumpet players that want the sheet music, the professional example, and piano accompaniment in order to learn and perform the music with or without the accompaniment. The only criticism is that the piano seems a bit muffled. An interesting sidelite is that the accompaniment portion without the trumpet is at a slower tempo in the Rondo, which is probably beneficial for the novice.

You cannot view it enough to play. In the Kindle app for PC it does not view legibly and you cannot print it. I have a 10" Samsung tablet and can sort of view it there. Would be nice to be able to view or print it, kind of useless.UPDATE: OK I'm an idiot.... Double tap enlarges it

Very Good rendition and very helpful CD piano accompaniment. The only thing I could complain about is I would have liked the performance track to have been at the same tempo as the accompaniment track. The performance with trumpet is played at a little faster tempo.
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